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By Sharron Riddle

Curiosity Quills Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 258 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x
6.0in. x 0.6in.Magick and Tigers and Druids Oh My! This book starts out with a jolt and keeps you in
suspense throughout. Diana Loera If you are looking for a fresh, imaginative YA fantasy with an
exciting plot and characters, then Sin is the perfect book for you. Rich Blaisdell Ive read the Hunger
Games and Twilight yet they didnt grab me the way SIN did. Maureen Sevilla My name is Sin. I killed
a man in self-defense when I was sixteen. Not something a girl wants to brag about. My dad wanted
to lock me up in the nut house, but Mom sent me packing to my great aunts in St. Charles, IL.
Theyre ancient druid priestesses, and they make me look like a pacifist. Id barely unpacked before
the aunts sent me to find the stolen hellhounds. Without the hounds to herd them to the
underworld, the souls of the dead are flocking to the cities in murders of crows. If theyre still
hanging around after three days, theyll turn into flesh eating, brain feasting zombies. Van, an
annoying but uber-hot Fey Prince, joins us...
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ReviewsReviews

A really wonderful ebook with perfect and lucid answers. It is rally interesting throgh looking at period of time. Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Gusta ve Moor e-- Gusta ve Moor e

Great eBook and beneficial one. Yes, it is actually play, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. I found out this book from my i and dad
recommended this ebook to understand.
-- Jessyca  Lubowitz  I--  Jessyca  Lubowitz  I
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